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1 Introduction
With the proliferation of preferential trading agreements over the last two
decades, considerable attention has been devoted to assessing their e¤ect on
market access. Notwithstanding the fact that GATT Article XXIV, para.
8(b) requires the removal of trade barriers on “substantially all trade” in
Free-Trade Agreements (FTAs), in reality numerous barriers to intra-bloc
trade are often left intact or even erected as part of the agreements.1 Rules
of Origin (ROOs) feature prominently among those barriers.

In principle, ROOs are meant to prevent the trans-shipment of goods
imported from the rest of the world, via member states with low external
tari¤s, into those with higher ones. In practice, these rules often have the
e¤ect of “exporting protection” from high-tari¤ members to low-tari¤ ones,
as pointed out by Krishna and Krueger (1995) and Krueger (1997).

In North-South FTAs, in particular, the combination of tari¤ preferences
and ROOs can a¤ect trade ‡ows in ways that are not conducive to economic
e¢ciency. Suppose that the production of …nal goods involves two stages: the
capital-intensive production of components, and labor-intensive assembly. If
goods are entirely produced in the North early on in their product cycle, pref-
erential tari¤ reductions may accelerate the process of assembly relocation in
the South, leading to what Hanson (1996) called “regional production net-
works”.2 Suppose, however, that component manufacturing could pro…tably
be relocated to another Northern country outside of the preferential trading
bloc. Rules of origin, by forcing Southern assemblers to source a minimum
fraction of their components in the area, prevent the ultimate relocation of
the whole value chain in the world’s most e¢cient location. In other words,
ROOs, when they bind, organize trade diversion by creating captive markets
for relatively ine¢cient Northern intermediate-good producers.

While the potentially trade-diverting e¤ect of ROOs has been widely
recognized in the literature (see for instance Falvey and Reed, 2000), the re-
cent political-economy literature has also highlighted the fact that ROOs can
sometimes make preferential agreements politically feasible in circumstances
where they wouldn’t be otherwise (Duttagupta, 2000; Duttagupta and Pana-

1See Serra et al. (1996) for a review of shortcomings in the application of Article XXIV.
2However, Hanson also shows that the emergence of vertical trade between Mexico and

the United States largely predates the formation of NAFTA, as assembly plants operating
under the older “maquiladora” regime already accounted for 53% of Mexico’s manufactured
exports in 1992.



garyia, 2002). As Grossman and Helpman (1995) showed that trade-diverting
FTAs are, ceteris paribus, more likely than others to be politically acceptable,
Duttagupta and Panagariya’s result is quite consistent with ROOs acting as
“trade diverters”.

While the theoretical analysis of ROOs has made considerable strides
since Krueger’s pioneering work, their empirical analysis is still in its infancy,
partly because their complex legal nature makes measurement di¢cult. Es-
tevadeordal (2000) recently proposed a way of overcoming this di¢culty by
devising a qualitative index of ROO strictness. Using the fact that most
ROOs are —at least in recent agreements— expressed as a required change
in tari¤ heading at various levels of aggregation, Estevadeordal’s index takes
values that increase in the level of aggregation of the required change, the
idea being that a change at a more aggregate level is “wider” and hence a
more stringent transformation requirement. On the basis of his index, he
identi…ed a strong negative e¤ect of NAFTA’s ROOs on Mexican market
access. Using the same index, Anson et al. (2003) showed that the e¤ect of
NAFTA’s tari¤ preferences is systematically reduced by ROOs.

Although Anson et al’s results are qualitatively unambiguous, they su¤er
from the fact that the potential endogeneity of ROOs is not treated. If there
is little doubt that, as pointed out by Estevadeordal (2000) and Sanguinetti
(2003), ROOs are the result of a political bargaining process that is itself
likely to be a¤ected by trade patterns, it is not entirely clear, short of a
full political-economy model, what exactly they are endogenous to. If they
are endogenous to Mexican …nal-good exports, clearly there is a simultaneity
problem. If, however, ROOs are endogenous to trade ‡ows that are related
to Mexican exports only through an indirect, nonlinear relationship, for es-
timation purposes the relevant system may be recursive rather than truly
simultaneous.

In this paper, we take the endogeneity problem as a starting point for an
exploration of the political-economy forces that are likely to shape ROOs.
Although many assumptions must be made along the way, we show that in
a model of endogenous ROO determination à la Grossman-Helpman (1994),
the key determinant of ROOs in terms of trade ‡ows is a product of US
intermediate-good exports to Mexico and input-output coe¢cients. The
model generates results both in terms of interpretation of what ROOs do
and in terms of what the estimation strategy should be.

As for interpretative results, the key one is that whereas ROOs create cap-
tive markets for US intermediate goods, tari¤ preferences needed to make
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them acceptable to Mexican exporters along their participation constraint
constitute a transfer —albeit a modest one— from US taxpayers.3 The com-
bination of ROOs and tari¤ preference is then equivalent to an export subsidy
on US intermediate goods. The model thus proposes a tentative answer, in
this particular context, to a question arising frequently in trade policy—
namely, why ine¢cient indirect instruments are used to redistribute income
or favour particular activities when more direct instruments would achieve
the same results at lesser welfare costs. Here, ROOs substitute for a pro-
hibited instrument, as export subsidies would be in violation of the US’s
obligations under the GATT.

Our analysis of rules of origin requires a model with multiple stages of
production. In contrast to Lloyd (1993), Rodriguez (2001) and Carrère and
de Melo (2004) who use a multi-stage production model due to Dixit and
Grossman (1982), our analysis requires only a two-stage Leontie¤ production
technology whose analytics are very simple.

As for the estimation, the model suggests, as the key determinant of
NAFTA’s ROOs, a vector product of input-output coe¢cients multiplied by
US intermediate-good exports upstream of the good to which ROOs apply.
Our estimation strategy thus consists of regressing ROOs on steady-state
tari¤ preferences (equal, at the end of the phase-out period, to the US MFN
tari¤ adjusted for exceptions) and the upstream variable just described, the
functional form being the political-economy model’s …rst-order condition.
This generates a vector of predicted ROOs which are then used in the market-
access equation. As for tari¤ preferences, we do not model their endogeneity
directly as intra-NAFTA tari¤s smoothly converge to zero over a …xed phase-
out period. A fuller model would recognize, as Estevadeordal (2000) did, that
the length of the phase-out may itself be endogenous, but the model we use
does not lend itself easily to taking this into account.

NAFTA, on which we test the model’s main predictions, is a good test-
ing ground for the e¤ect of ROOs. It is the quintessential example of the
North-South agreement due to the comprehensive tari¤ liberalization built
in the agreement and the fact that member countries share borders, elim-
inating the need to account for distance as in traditional gravity exercises.
From 1989 to 1994, Mexico’s exports to the United Stated bene…ted from the

3By participation constraint, we mean that the rate of e¤ective protection granted to
Mexican …nal-good producers by the combination of tari¤ preferences and rules of origin
is just zero.
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Generalized System of Preferences (GSP), after which this regime was over-
hauled by NAFTA. We construct a panel dataset with information dating
back to 1994 on commodity exports from Mexico to the United States under
di¤erent preferential programs. The data was compiled mostly from USITC
sources at the 6-digit HS disaggregation level and contains information on
tari¤ preferences (GSP and NAFTA rates) granted by the United States to
Mexico. The data on rules of origin comes from Estevadeordal (2000).

The results are in striking conformity with the model’s predictions. All
variables are signi…cant —most of them at the 1% level— and have the
expected signs. Tari¤ preferences and ROOs exert positive and negative
in‡uences respectively on Mexican exports, and the key variable in‡uencing
endogenously-determined ROOs —a product of input-output coe¢cients and
US intermediate exports to Mexico— has the predicted sign and is signi…cant
at the 1% level.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets out the political-economy
model and characterizes its equilibrium. Section 3 presents the empirical
methodology and results, and section 4 concludes.

2 Politically-determined ROOs
This section uses a simple, stripped-down political-economy model to illus-
trate the simultaneous determination of tari¤ preferences and ROOs. Al-
though the model borrows from Grossman and Helpman (1994) the ap-
pearance of a general-equilibrium model, it is best thought of as a partial-
equilibrium one as interindustry linkages are nonexistent except for the ver-
tical linkages around which the discussion is centered.

2.1 The economy
Consider a PTA formed by two small economies, North (N) and South (S).
The North produces, under increasing cost, an intermediate good denoted
by the subscript I and exports it to the South which uses it to assemble a
…nal good denoted by the subscript F . Southern supply of the …nal good is
not enough to cover the North’s consumption at its tari¤-ridden price, so the
North also imports from the rest of the world. The South imports all its own
consumption of the …nal good from the rest of the world and exports all its
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production to the North.4
Households in both countries consume the …nal good and an aggregate

of all other goods, which also serves as numeraire, under identical and qua-
silinear preferences. Let cF and c0 denote respectively the quantities of …nal
and ‘other’ goods consumed by a representative consumer in either country.
The utility function is

U = c0 + u(cF) (1)

where u0 > 0 and u00 < 0.
The …nal good sold in the free-trade area is produced by combining value

added and the intermediate good. Value added is created with intersec-
torally mobile labor ` and speci…c capital · under a technology f(`; ·). The
technology producing the …nal good, into which the value-added production
function is nested, is of the Leontie¤ type with input-output coe¢cient aIF .
Letting yF and xI stand respectively for the …nal-good output and quantity
of intermediate good consumed in the process,

yF = minff(`; ·);xI=aIFg: (2)

Let p¤I and p¤F be respectively the intermediate and …nal goods’ world
prices. Under free trade, given the technology postulated, the ‘net price’
out of which a Southern producer can remunerate value added (wages and
pro…ts) is

p¤ = p¤F ¡ aIFp¤I: (3)

With the stock of speci…c capital …xed, the technology f which generates
value added displays diminishing returns on labor. The supply of value added
is therefore upward sloping in its net price p¤, and economic rents accrue to
owners of speci…c capital, who are assumed to be the industry’s residual
claimants.

A similar good is sold in the rest of the world, and the marketing mix
between the free-trade area and the rest of the world is determined by a
Constant Elasticity of Transformation (CET) technology (see the footnote
in section 3 below) which provides the functional form for the market-access
equation estimated in the empirical part.

The rest of the economy uses only labor under constant returns to scale,
which …xes the wage rate. Given this assumption, the model becomes a

4This is shown to arise endogenously as a result of tari¤ preferences, perfect competi-
tion, and the non-market saturation assumption in Cadot, de Melo and Olarreaga (2001).
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quasi-partial equilibrium one. In this setting, Southern …nal-good producers’
surplus under free trade, ¼¤F , is a monotone increasing function of p¤:

¼¤F = p¤yF ¡ wS`F :

Letting p be the domestic net price, (p¡ p¤)=p is the e¤ective rate of protec-
tion granted to Southern producers when selling on the Northern market.5

The intermediate good is produced in the North with “value-added only”
(no intermediate consumption) under a technology similar to f (i.e. a CRS
combination of labor and speci…c capital). Letting yI be its output, producer
surplus is

¼I = pIyI ¡ wN`I : (4)

Finally, we will will treat the intermediate good’s supply elasticity in the
North, "I ´ pIy0I=yI , as a constant.

2.2 The preferential regime
In order to keep things simple, we will treat MFN (external) tari¤s on the …nal
and intermediate goods as predetermined to the PTA and hence parametric.
Northern tari¤s are respectively tNF and tNI and Southern ones tSF and tSI . In
order to focus on the e¤ects of Northern tari¤s and ROOs, we will set tSF =
tSI = 0. Extensions to other cases are straightforward but add little to the
analysis.6

The model’s endogenous political-economy variables are the preferential
tari¤ applied, as part of the PTA, on Southern exports of the …nal good,
¿, and the regional value content of the ROO, r. Let xNI be the amount of

5To see this, it su¢ces to observe that p is unit value added.
6First, note that endogenous determination of MFN tari¤s would yield tSI = tN

F = 0
given that the South does not produce the intermediate good and the North does not
produce the …nal one. However if specialization is a result of the PTA and MFN tar-
i¤s are predetermined to it (say, because they are negotiated in multilateral rounds and
thus constitute valuable bargaining chips), they will not be eliminated after the PTA’s
formation.

Second, even if tS
F > 0, its level its inconsequential. To see this, observe that if tS

F < tN
F ,

the South’s entire output is sold in the North and the analysis is as if tS
F was zero. If

tS
F > tN

F , the South’s output is sold in priority on the Southern market. But if some of it is
also exported to the Northern market (which is of course necessary for ROOs to have any
e¤ect at all) then the South’s output being larger than its consumption, the Southern price
is ‘competed down’ to the the level of the Northern tari¤-ridden price, and the analysis
proceeds as before.
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intermediate good sourced in the North (as opposed to imported from the rest
of the world), and let ± = tNF ¡ ¿ be the rate of preference (in speci…c form).
The price at which Southern …nal-good producers —we will henceforth use
the term “assemblers” for brevity— can sell in the North is

pF =
(
p¤F + ± if xNI ¸ rxI
p¤F otherwise. (5)

That is, Southern assemblers can sell under the PTA’s preferential regime
if they satisfy the ROO. If not, they sell under the MFN regime, i.e. at the
world price.

Given the ROO, Southern assemblers selling under the preferential regime
source a proportion r of their intermediate good in the North. The price of
the ‘composite’ intermediate good is thus rpI + (1 ¡ r)p¤I , and the net price
faced by Southern assemblers is

p = p¤F + ± ¡ aIF [rpI + (1 ¡ r)p¤I] : (6)

2.3 The politics
We assume no bargaining between the Northern and Southern partners: the
North makes a take-it-or-leave it o¤er to the South which the South accepts
as long as its participation constraint is not violated. This is admittedly
a rather crude description of negotiations between Northern and Southern
preferential partners but perhaps not an unrealistic one judging from ample
anecdotal evidence about US-Mexico or EU-Eastern Europe negotiations.

Thus, the political action is in the North, where the ROO’s RVC content
r and the rate of preference ± are simultaneously determined. Our analysis
is concerned with a transition phase during which preferences are partial.
In the long run, after intra-bloc tari¤s have been phased out the rate of
preference is automatically equal to the rate of MFN tari¤s, so the partici-
pation constraint su¢ces to determine the ROO’s RVC content. During the
transition phase, however, both are determined simultaneously. As a further
simpli…cation, whereas intra-bloc tari¤s are phased out progressively in a
continuous manner, we assume that the phase-out is done in two steps: from
MFN tari¤ to “the” preferential rate (on which our analysis focuses), and
hence to zero.

The politics is described by a Grosssman-Helpman game in which the in-
termediate producers lobby faces the government with a contribution sched-
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ule C(±; r) conditioned on the policy variables of interest to it, ± and r. The
function C has the ‘truthfulness’ property that

@C
@r

¯̄
¯̄
¯
re ;±e

=
@¼
@r

¯̄
¯̄
¯
re ;±e

and
@C
@±

¯̄
¯̄
¯
re;±e

=
@¼
@±

¯̄
¯̄
¯
re;±e

where the superscript e designates equilibrium values. With only one lobby,
the common agency degenerates into a simple principal-agent relationship.7
Without hidden action, the principal (the lobby) is then able to appropri-
ate the entire protection rents, and any equilibrium will have the property
that the government is just indi¤erent between implementing the lobby’s pre-
ferred policy and the default one (free trade).8 Put di¤erently, the lobby’s
contribution just compensates the government for the (subjective) monetary
equivalent of the e¢ciency loss generated by trade protection. The govern-
ment determines ± and r to maximize a linear combination of welfare (valued
at a constant monetary equivalent a) and the lobby’s contribution:

GN ´ C(±; r) + aW (±; r):

The pair (±,r) is set to leave the FTA’s Southern partner on its ‘participation
constraint’. Given that the South’s consumption of the …nal good is always
priced at p¤F , consumer surplus is una¤ected by changes in either ¿ or r. Thus,
the only change in Southern welfare —or any political objective function
combining welfare and producer surplus— is in assemblers’ pro…ts, and the
South’s participation constraint is completely characterized by p = p¤:

7The model ignores lobbying by Northern …nal-good producers, if any. There are several
reasons for this. First, in terms of modeling issues, competitive …nal-good producers would
be concerned about prices only, not market shares. As the Northern MFN tari¤ on the …nal
good is unchanged, their pro…ts would be unchanged as long as the area is not self-su¢cient
at the Northern tari¤-ridden price. Second, even if the market is not competitive, as long
as the South is on its participation constraint (more on this below) Southern exports to
the North are unchanged.

Empirically, as far as NAFTA is concerned, a substantial proportion of the companies
doing assembly work in Mexico for re-export into the US are either subsidiaries of US
companies or non-competing subcontractors. Cases in which Mexican companies compete
head on with US assemblers (either independent or vertically integrated) are, arguably,
su¢ciently marginal to assume that reducing such competition was not a key consideration
for US negotiators.

8This assumption about rent sharing is in conformity with the empirical observation
that small contributions seem to buy ‘large’ policies in terms of redistributive e¤ects
(Ansolobehere et al., 2002). Any alternative assumption would imply larger contributions,
which would go against the evidence.
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2.4 Equilibrium
ROOs have the e¤ect of segmenting the intermediate good’s market in the
trading bloc. Southern assemblers selling on the Northern market must com-
ply with the ROO if they are to bene…t from the preferential regime. The
market on which they buy the intermediate good is then a closed-economy
market where Northern supply must match the ROO-induced Southern de-
mand. We now determine pI , the price prevailing on that market.

Price determination As already noted, with their home market unpro-
tected, Southern assemblers sell all their output on the protected Northern
market where they enjoy preferential access. Suppose that pI is greater than
p¤I. In an interior solution, it has to be. The ROO’s domestic content is then
binding, which means that a proportion r of the South’s intermediate-good
demand will be sourced ‘locally’ (in the North). The market-clearing con-
dition determining the intermediate good’s domestic price is thus that the
local demand induced by the ROO, raIF yF (p), be equal to its supply, i.e.

raIFyF(p) = yI(pI) (7)

where, as before, yF is the South’s …nal-good production and yI is the North’s
intermediate-good production.

Let pI satisfy (7). If pI · p¤I + tNI , the ROO is not binding, which means
that the North’s supply of the intermediate good is su¢cient to satisfy the
South’s needs and more. We will henceforth disregard this case and suppose
that the intermediate good’s price determined by (7) is larger than its tari¤-
ridden price in the North.

Using (3) and (6), the South’s participation constraint can be written as

pF ¡ aIF [rpI + (1 ¡ r) p¤I] = p¤F ¡ aIF
or, using (5) and simplifying,

± = raIF¢pI (8)

where ¢pI = pI ¡ p¤I . Expression (8) says that the degree of e¤ective protec-
tion given to Southern assemblers by the combination of r and ± is zero.

In conformity with the agency literature, we will assume that when just
indi¤erent, Southern assemblers choose to use the preferential regime. More-
over, we assume homogeneity of …rms, so all of them use the preferential
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regime. With compliance-cost heterogeneity among Southern assemblers,
the preferential regime’s utilization rate would be less than one and a de-
creasing function of the rate of e¤ective protection conferred by the mix of
preferences and ROOs, as in Carrere and de Melo (2003). As this would add
substantial complication to the analysis, we leave it for further research.

Under compliance-cost homogeneity, the Northern government’s maxi-
mization problem under the South’s participation constraint and the intermediate-
good market-clearing condition is

max
±;r
GN ´ CI(±; r) + aWN(±; r)

s.t. (9)
± = raIF¢pI
raIFyF(p) = yI(pI )
0 · r · 1; 0 · ± · tNF :

As an intermediate step before solving problem (9), we now calculate two
useful derivatives treating r as predetermined: dpI=dr and d±=dr. The …rst
measures the marginal e¤ect of the ROO, expressed as a regional value con-
tent (RVC) r, on the intermediate good’s internal price. The second measures
the substitutability between the ROO’s RVC rate r and the tari¤ preference
rate ± along the South’s participation constraint. Both apply only to interior
solutions, i.e. when the inequality constraints (9) are not binding.

Di¤erentiating totally (7) and (8) with respect to pI, ± and r and rear-
ranging gives

d± = aIF¢pIdr + raIFdpI
aIFyFdr = y 0IdpI :

The second line gives directly

dpI
dr

=
aIFyF
y0I

=
pI
r"I
> 0 (10)

where "I is the intermediate good’s supply elasticity —treated as constant—
and the second part of the equation comes from (7). As can be read directly
from (10), the elasticity of the intermediate good’s internal price to the ROO’s
RVC rate is just the inverse of its supply elasticity. As the latter goes to
in…nity, as expected the price becomes totally insensitive to a tightening of
the ROO.
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Moreover, (10) shows that, as long as tari¤ preferences can be adjusted,
the ambiguity of the ROO’s e¤ect on the intermediate good’s price noted
by Ju and Krishna (1998, 2000) does not apply except at corners. The
reason is that, by construction, along the South’s participation constraint
value-added in the …nal-good sector cannot go down, so (given the Leontie¤
technology) nor can output. In other words, here ROOs cannot become so
sti¤ as to become self-defeating because any tightening of r is met by an
o¤setting increase in ±. In order to see what happens at corners, solve (8)
for r at ± = tNF and de…ne r ´ tNF =aIF¢pI as the RVC that just satis…es
the participation constraint at full preferences. Ju and Krishna’s argument
applies in the semi-open interval (r; 1] if r < 1. With homogenous …rms in
the South (in terms of their compliance costs), beyond r the participation
constraint is violated and the preferential regime’s utilization rate jumps
down to zero.

Upon rearrangement, the …rst line of (10) gives

d±
dr

= aIF¢pI + raIF
dpI
dr

= aIF
µ
¢pI +

pI
"I

¶
> 0: (11)

Thus, the compensation required by a tightening of the ROO’s RVC rate, in
terms of tari¤ preferences, has two components. The …rst is just the di¤erence
between the internal and world prices of the intermediate good multiplied by
the input-output coe¢cient. The second re‡ects the fact that as the ROO’s
RVC rate is tightened, costs go up for Southern assemblers not just because
they must source a higher proportion of intermediate goods in the area where
they are more expensive, but in addition, doing so puts upward pressure on
their internal price. This last e¤ect is inversely proportional to its supply
elasticity.

We are now in a position to solve problem (9). Combining the inequality
constraint on ± with the participation constraint gives

raIF¢pI · tNF :

Letting ¸ and ¹ be two Lagrange multipliers, we have

$ = G[±(r); r] + ¸(1¡ r) + ¹
³
tNF ¡ raIF¢pI

´
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and the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are

dG
dr

· 0; r ¸ 0; r
dG
dr

= 0;

1¡ r ¸ 0; ¸ ¸ 0; ¸(1 ¡ r) = 0;
tNF ¡ raIF¢pI ¸ 0; ¹ ¸ 0; ¹

³
tNF ¡ raIF¢pI

´
= 0:

We now construct the expression for dG=dr which will be set equal to zero
under the …rst-order condition. It has two components: a contribution e¤ect
and a welfare e¤ect.

Contribution e¤ect Using Hotelling’s lemma and the contribution
function’s truthfulness property, we have, in a neighborhood of the equi-
librium,

dC
dr

= d¼I
dr

= yI
dpI
dr

=
(
pIyI=r"I if r < r
0 if r > r; (12)

and the derivative is unde…ned at r = r because pI jumps down to one at
that point (because the preferential regime’s utilization rate falls to zero).
Thus, left to itself —i.e. absent any welfare consideration— the Northern
intermediate-good lobby would be willing to push ROOs to r; the level of
ROO strictness that makes Southern assemblers just indi¤erent between us-
ing the preferential regime or not given tari¤-free access (± = tNF ).9

Combining (12) and (11), it is apparent that the Northern intermediate-
good lobby is willing to contribute in favor of ‘deep’ tari¤ preference in the
downstream sector because, along the South’s participation constraint, tari¤
preference buys sti¤er ROOs which in turn are to its advantage.

Welfare e¤ect Let mF and m¤
F be the North’s imports of …nal goods

from the South and from the rest of the world respectively. As the North
does not produce the …nal good, mF +m¤

F = cF . Under quasilinear prefer-
ences, Northern welfare is the sum of income —from pro…ts, wages and tari¤
revenue— and consumer surplus, which by (1) comes only from consumption
of the …nal good. Formally,

WN = ¼I + wN`I + ¿mF + tNFm
¤
F + u(cF )¡ pFcF :

9We are grateful to Maurice Schi¤ for helping to clarify this discussion.
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As mF = yF (the South exports its entire …nal-good output to the North),
m¤F = cF ¡mF = cF ¡ yF , so

WN = ¼I +wN`I + tNF cF ¡ ±yF + u(cF )¡ pFcF : (13)

Along the South’s participation constraint, p is constant and hence so is
yF . Thus, treating pI and ± as endogenous variables along the problem’s
constraints,

dWN

dr
= yI

dpI
dr

¡ yF
d±
dr

=
pIyI
r"I

¡ aIF yF
µ
¢pI +

pI
"I

¶
:

Using the fact that, by (7), aIFyF = yI=r, this becomes

dWN

dr =
yI
r

½pI
"I

¡
µ
¢pI +

pI
"I

¶¾

= ¡yI
r
¢pI < 0: (14)

Combining the contribution and welfare e¤ects gives

dGN

dr
=
dC
dr

+ a
dWN

dr
=
pIyI
r"I

¡ ayI
r
¢pI

=
pIyI
r

Ã
1
"I

¡ a¢pIpI

!
:

Under the …rst-order condition, this expression is set equal to zero, so

pI
¢pI

= a"I: (15)

The second-order condition requires a"I > 1, which we assume to hold.10

1 0This assumption is not innocuous. The parameter a is, in our setting, the dollar
amount that the intermediate-good lobby must contribute per equivalent-dollar of welfare
reduction. As contributions are typically small relative to the distortionary costs of trade
policies, a is likely to be smaller than one. Then "I , the elasticity of supply of intermediate
goods, must be larger than one. When this assumption is violated, a corner solution occurs
at either r = 0 (no ROO) or r = r .
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It can be shown by algebraic manipulation that, along the …rst-order
condition, r is a decreasing function of ±. However, the equilibrium value of
r that is observed in the data is not determined just by the model’s …rst-
order condition but by its intersection with the participation constraint along
which r is an increasing function of ±:Using (8) to substitute for ¢pI in (15)
gives

r =
±a"I
aIFpI

: (16)

Re-introducing the inequality constraints, the solution is thus

r =

8
><
>:

tNF =aIF¢pI if ±a"I¢pI=pI ¸ tNF
0 if ±a"I=aIF pI · 0
±a"I=aIFpI otherwise.

With several inputs indexed by i and one output indexed by j, it is easily
veri…ed that (16) becomes

rj =
a±jP
i aijpi="i

: (17)

This expression will guide the empirical analysis in the section that follows.

3 Market access and ROO determination

3.1 The data
The estimation is carried out on a panel dataset covering the period from
1994 to 2001 and containing information on commodity trade and tari¤s
between Mexico to United States under MFN and preferential regimes. The
data was compiled mostly from USITC sources at the 6-digit HS level of
disaggregation. The data on rules of origin comes from Estevadeordal (2000).
Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Descriptive statistics
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3.2 Empirical estimation
We estimate two equations: a market-access one and a political one. Let j
stand for a tari¤ line (at the HS6 level) and t for time measured in years. The
estimated system has a peculiar structure in the time dimension. Mexican
exports to the US ( yjt) and to the world (xjt) vary over time. So does
the rate of preference (±jt), as NAFTA’s tari¤ reductions were phased in
progressively over a transition period (on this, see Estevadeordal 2000). By
contrast, rules of origin (rj) were negotiated once and for all in the early
1990s. Thus, the market-access equation must be estimated on panel data
whereas the political determination of ROOs must be estimated on a cross
section of tari¤ lines with the variables suggested by the model as likely
determinants of ROOs, as of the 1990s.

We measure ROOs in two alternative ways. First, we use a vector of
binary variables, each marking the presence of a speci…c ROO instrument
(change of tari¤ heading, technical requirement etc.). Second, we use Es-
tevadeordal’s synthetic index. Using both proxies provides a check on the
construction of Estevadeordal’s index, as estimated coe¢cients should be
larger in absolute value for instruments assigned a higher value in his index.

Thus, the market-access equations to be estimated is either

ln yjt = ®0t + ®1 ln xjt + ®2 ln ±jt + ®3rj + ujt (18)

where xjt stands for Mexican exports of good j to the rest of the world
under NAFTA, ±jt is the rate of preference granted to good j in year t under
NAFTA, rj is Estevadeordal’s (2000) index of ROO strictness, and ujt is an
error term. Alternatively,

ln yjt = ®0t + ®1 lnxjt + ®2 ln ±jt +
nX

k=1

e®krkj + ujt (19)

with a vector of n binary variables for the n legal forms of ROOs.
We control for serial correlation in the time dimension by time e¤ects and

for unobserved industry characteristics by …xed e¤ects at the section level.
As the estimation is carried out at the hs6 level of aggregation, we control for
heteroskedasticity by using weighted least squares, the weight being Mexico’s
total exports. Expected signs and magnitudes in (18) are ®1 > 1; ®2 > 0;
®3 < 0, and, in (19), e®k+1 < e®k < 0 if ROO type k + 1 is assigned a higher
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value than ROO type k in Estevadeordal’s index.11

The political equation is based on (17) in log form. As values of ± during
the phase-out period were determined simultaneously with rules of origin,
we instrument for ± using its steady-state value ±j, the US MFN tari¤ (the
value for 2001), and other variables sj. (dummies signalling an agricultural
good or a consumption good rather than intermediate good.) 12 Thus,

ln rj = ¯0 + ¯1 ln
ÃX

i
aijpi="i

!
+ ¯2 ln ±j + ¯3sj (20)

1 1This equation can be justi…ed as follows. Consider a Mexican …nal-good exporter
maximizing pro…ts by choice of a mixture of export destinations. Let y stand for the
value added of exports to the US, x for the value added of exports to the rest of the
world, and let p be the relative net price in the US. Assume that the …rm produces out
of a …xed pool of ressources R under a Constant Elasticity of Transformation technology
(Powell and Gruen, 1962), i.e. x® + y® = R where ® is the inverse of the elasticity of
transformation. The value of R is itself determined in the previous stage of a two-stage
optimization problem. The second-stage problem is thus

max
x;y

x + py s.t. x® + y® = R:

The FOC yield y=x = p1=(®¡1) or

lny =
1

® ¡ 1
lnp + lnx;

a functional form close to (18). If this equation is roughly invariant across tari¤ lines,
the elasticity of transformation between the US and the ROW can be retrieved from
the parameter estimate on the tari¤ preference term, whereas the parameter estimate on
exports to the ROW should be insigni…cantly di¤erent from one.

The interest of this formulation is that because of the curvature of the transformation
surface, the export mixture is an interior solution even when the participation constraint
is binding (i.e. when p = 1), an observation that is largely true at the tari¤ line (although
not necessarily true at the …rm level). This framework can be easily extended to a three-
dimensional choice in which exports to the US can be made under either the preferential
regime or the MFN one. If the choice between legal regimes for exports to the US involves
no e¢ciency consideration, the transformation surface can be represented as

x® + (yN AFTA + yMFN )® = R:

1 2We also tested an alternative formulation, namely e±j =
P1

t=0 ¯ t±jt with ¯ = 0:9.
Results were similar.
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Alternatively, noting that, by (10)

pi
"i

=
raijyj
y0i

=
yi
y 0i
;

it follows that X

i

aijpi
"i

=
X

i

aijyi
y0i
;

so letting zj =
P
i aijyi=y 0i, the equation to be estimated becomes

ln rj = ¯0 + ¯1 ln zj + ¯2 ln ±j + vj: (21)

where ¯0 = lna < 0 (if a < 1), ¯1 < 0; ¯2 = 1; vj is an error term, and
zj =

P
i aijyi=y 0i is proxied (with measurement errors since y0i is unobserved)

by
P
i aijyi, the sum, over all goods i upstream of j, of the product of US

exports of good i to Mexico, yi, times the share aij of good i in good j’s
output.

Note that there is no endogeneity bias from the fact that zj is a linear
combination of intermediate-good exports from the US to Mexico that may be
a¤ected by …nal-good exports from Mexico to the US because zj is calculated
as an average for three years before NAFTA’s entry into force, so the link
between the two types of trade ‡ows is tenuous at best. Thus, the system is
recursive and estimated as such.

As Estevadeordal’s ROO index is a categorical variable which takes on
integer values between one and seven, the political equation is estimated as an
ordered probit. As a result, direct quantitative interpretation of parameter
estimates in terms of (21) is not possible. As the model assumes that ROOs
take the form of a continuous RVC whereas actual ones are combinations of
discrete instruments, there is no way around this di¢culty.

3.3 Results
Estimation results are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Tables 2a and 2b
Regression results, ROOs and Preferential margins
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Column (1) of Table 2a shows results for equation (21). The dependent
variable is the log of Estevadeordal’s index. The regressor called “upstream”
is zj averaged out over 1989-93. Its coe¢cient is negative as predicted and
signi…cant at the one-percent level. The coe¢cient on the log of the US
MFN tari¤ is positive as predicted, and also signi…cant at the one-percent
level. The coe¢cients are robust to other speci…cations where additional
variables are thrown in. In column (2), the coe¢cient of the log of initial
Mexican MFN tari¤ is negative and signi…cant, which supports the view
that rules of origin are meant to avoid trade de‡ection e¤ect. The easier
it is to enter into the Mexican market, the higher the rule of origin. As
expected, a …nal good is associated with a more restrictive Rule of origin.13

The relatively low explanatory power of the regression is not a surprise given
that it is very parsimonious, that the data is only a cross section, and that the
dependent variable is itself a constructed one. Column (3) takes into account
heterogeneity in the coe¢cient of ROO index. Allowing for heteregeneity (at
the section level in the HS classi…cation), the sign of the US MFN tari¤
becomes negative, but the coe¢cient of the ”upstream” variable that stemms
from the political economy model seems quite robust.

Columns (4) and (5) of table 2b show an ad-hoc regression of tari¤ prefer-
ences on the log of the 2001 value of the US MFN tari¤ (equal to the steady-
state value of NAFTA tari¤ preferences), the log of the Mexican MFN tari¤,
and the predicted value of the ROO index from equation (21) :

ln(1 + ±jt) = °0+ °1 ln(1 + ±j) + °2 ln(1 + tMexj0 ) + °3brj + vjt (22)

Tari¤ preferences are in‡uenced by the US MFN tari¤ and to a lesser
extent, by the initial Mexican tari¤. Although ± and r are negatively related
along the model’s FOC condition, the negative coe¢cient of the ROO index’s
predicted value has no direct interpretation as observed pairs (r, ±) are de-
termined jointly by the FOC and the participation constraint. The last two
columns —(6) and (7)— of table 2b show the results of seemingly unrelated
regressions, where the ROO restrictiveness index and the preferential margin
are assumed to depend on the same variables. Independence between the
two equations is rejected though the residuals correlation is low.

1 3We used the BEC’s classi…cation rather than the WTO’s because the latter classi…es
all goods in automobile and machinery & equipment as …nal ones, whereas vertical trade
in those sectors is particularly important for Mexico.
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Table 3 shows estimation results for the market-access equations (18 and
19).

Tables 3a and 3b
Regression results, Mexican exports

Columns (1)-(3) of Table 3a report estimation results of Mexican exports
ignoring the endogeneity issue. Column (1) shows the results of equation
(18). The coe¢cient on the log of Mexican exports to the ROW is 0.61 (and
quite stable across equations). The coe¢cient of the preference margin is
positive, as expected, and signi…cant at the one-percent level. The sign of
the coe¢cient of ROO restrictiveness is negative, as expected. The explana-
tory power of the regression is quite high (with an unadjusted R-square of
0.7). In column (2), Estevadeordal’s synthetic index is replaced by a vector
of binary variables that code if the ROO requires a change at di¤erent levels
of tari¤ classi…cation or a technical speci…cation, a regional value content
and if it allows any exception to the rule. The coe¢cients on ROO instru-
ments are all signi…cant at the one-percent level. Concerning the changes in
tari¤ classi…cation, their ranking is consistent with Estevadeordal’s index :
the more demanding the change in classi…cation, the more negative is the
impact of preferential imports. The coe¢cient of regional value content is
also negative. However, the coe¢cient of dummies associated with the re-
quirement of a technical speci…cation or the existence of an exception are
positive. Perhaps, this might be explained by the fact that a technical re-
quirement is always associated with a change in classi…cation. Column (3)
runs the same regression, where both the ROO index and the preferential
margin are replaced by explicative variables used in table 2. All coe¢cients
are positive, including the upstream variable. The only exception is a dummy
that records if the preferential margin for that good is equal to 0. In that
case, as can be expected, exporting under Nafta is of no interest.

Columns (4)-(5) of Table 3b take into account the endogeneity problem
by using instrumental variables for both the ROO index and the preferential
margin. As a result, the order of magnitude of the coe¢cient of the ROO
index increases to a level comparable to the coe¢cient of preferential margin.
Column (6) tests for the evidence of a learning curve, by interacting the coef-
…cient on ROO with year e¤ects. The order of magnitude of the coe¢cients
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of the interaction terms is indeed decreasing over time and are not signi…-
cant after1999. A test of equality of coe¢cients shows that the coe¢cients
are signi…catively di¤erent only in 1997 compared to 1996 (and again in 2000
compared to 1999). The learning curve is thus not as marked as for Central
and Eastern European countries (Tumurchudur, 2004)

Columns (7)-(8) of Table 3b show estimation results where the preferential
margins and the ROO index are replaced by their predicted values from the
sequential equations (21) and (22) reported in table 2. Finally, column (9)
reports the estimation results of Mexican exports on preferential margin and
ROO index predicted in the Seemingly unrelated regressions. Signs and levels
of signi…cance are una¤ected, suggesting that qualitative conclusions hold
irrespective of the handling of endogeneity issues. However, the magnitudes
of point estimates are seriously a¤ected, especially if one takes into account a
possible heterogeneity of the impact of ROO across sectors, suggesting that
quantitative conclusions must be drawn carefully.

4 Concluding remarks
Two messages come out of our results. One is empirical, the other concep-
tual. First, at the empirical level, NAFTA’s rules of origin seem to dilute
the bene…ts generated by preferential trade liberalization, in terms of market
access, for Mexico. This result, which is in conformity with the …ndings of
the recent literature, suggests that ROOs should indeed be viewed as an eco-
nomically sensitive item rather than a technical one in the agenda of bilateral
trade negotiations. Moreover, the e¤ect seems to be stronger for …nal goods
than for intermediate ones, in conformity with what one would expect in a
multi-stage production model where each stage is located according to the
production stage’s factor intensity and the host country’ factor abundance.
This result begs the question, why do Northern partners create policy instru-
ments that put hurdles in a process that is economically e¢cient? One reason
might be that ROOs are the price to pay for the acquiescence of Northern
…nal-good producers threatened by Southern competition. However, many of
the …nal-good assemblage activities undertaken by Southern ‘maquiladoras’
are non-competing, making this explanation less than satisfactory.

The second point of our paper is about this issue. We use a standard
model of endogenous trade policy —Grossman and Helpman’s common-
agency model— to explore an alternative logic, namely that ROOs re‡ect
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political pressure by Northern intermediate-good producers interested in cre-
ating captive markets for their goods in the South. The logic is as follows.
On the assumption that the Mexican side is on its “participation constraint”,
i.e. that the rate of e¤ective protection conferred to Mexican …nal-good pro-
ducers by the simultaneous use of tari¤ preferences and ROOs is just about
zero, tari¤ preferences are the price to be paid for Mexican assemblers’ ac-
quiescence to a system which forces them to buy US intermediate goods.
Seen this way, as the model shows, preferences-cum-ROOs amount to a pure
transfer from US taxpayers to intermediate-good producers, i.e. to a hidden
export subsidy. Because export subsidies are in violation of any country’s
obligations under the GATT, recourse to an indirect and ine¢cient substitute
instrument —ROOs— makes sense.

Empirically, the model suggests the inclusion, among the right-hand side
variables of the second equation (ROO determination), of the product of
input-output coe¢cients by US intermediate sales to Mexico. This somewhat
unintuitive prediction provides a test of the approach’s validity, since it is
di¢cult to think of an alternative theoretical approach that would lead to the
inclusion of that particular algebraic term. Empirical results are in striking
conformity with the model’s predictions. In sum, they suggest that the use
of NAFTA to create a captive market for US intermediates was indeed one
of the forces shaping the agreement’s rules of origin.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.
log ROO restrict. index 41’944 1.5753 0.3380
log pref. margin 41’834 0.0255 0.0500
log Mex. NAFTA exp. 21’041 13.093 3.090

log Mex.exports to ROW 33’706 11.819 2.959
agriculture 41’944 0.1024 0.3032
…nal 41’944 0.2530 0.4347

Chge of Chapt. 41’944 0.5208 0.4996
Chge of Heading 41’944 0.3863 0.4869
Dhge of Sub-Head. 41’944 0.0411 0.1986
Exception 41’944 0.4439 0.4968
Technical requ. 39’873 0.0651 0.2466
Regional value content 41’723 0.2713 0.445
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Table 2a
Regression results, ROO equation

(1) (2) (3)
dep.var (log) ROO index ROO index ROO index
Procedure WLS WLS WLS

upstream -0.198 -0.194 -0.339
[0.007]** [0.007]** [0.066]**

predicted ROO

US MFN tari¤ 2001 4.039 4.233 -2.006
[0.119]** [0.124]** [0.743]**

Mex. MFN tari¤ 93 -2.147
[0.177]**

Agriculture 0.156
[0.623]

Final 0.066
[0.017]**

Constant 7.823
[0.919]**

Observations 34’927 33’993 39’440
R-squared 0.34

Notes
All regressions with section, year dummy and weighted by total Mex.exports. standard-

errors in parenthesis. * signi…cant at 5% level, ** signi…cant at 1% level.
(1) and (2) : ordered probit. pseudo R2
(3) : ordered probit; heterogeneity by HS section
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Table 2b
Regression results, ROO equation

(4) (5) (6) (7)
dep.var (log) pref.marg. pref.marg. ROO index pref.marg.
Procedure WLS WLS SURE SURE
upstream -0.069 0.001

[0.002]** [0.000]**
predicted ROO -0.006 -0.004

[0.001]** [0.0004]**
US MFN tari¤ 2001 0.868 0.835 0.634 0.843

[0.004]** [0.003]** [0.032]** [0.002]**
Mex. MFN tari¤ 93 0.011 0.011 -1.785 0.011

[0.003]** [0.003]** [0.045]** [0.003]**
Constant -0.015 0.014 2.753 -0.015

[0.010] [0.010] [0.140]** [0.010]
Observations 33’993 33’993 33’993 33’993
R-squared 0.85 0.85 0.48 0.85

Notes
All regressions with section, year dummy and weighted by total Mex.exports. standard-

errors in parenthesis. * signi…cant at 5% level, ** signi…cant at 1% level.
(4) : ROO predicted in (1)
(5) : ROO predicted in (3) - with heterogeneity-
(6) and (7) : SURE equations. Correlation of residuals: -0.0001. Independence re-

jected (Breush-Pagan test)
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Table 3a
Regression results, market-access equation

Dep. Var.: log Mex. pref. exports (1) (2) (3)
Exports to ROW 0.611 0.577 0.5761

[0.006]** [0.006]** [0.006]**
ROO restrict. -0.395

[0.031]**
Pref. margin 2.828 1.887

[0.199]** [0.193]**
Chge of Chap. -1.095

[0.131]**
Chge of Head. -0.751

[0.115]**
Chge of Sub-head. -0.773

[0.112]**
Exception 0.506

[0.036]**
Reg. Value Content -0.432

[0.032]**
Tech. req. 1.000

[0.055]**
Upstream 0.226

[0.012]**
US MFN tari¤ 2001 3.128

[0.189]**
Mex MFN tari¤ 93 2.696

[0.305]**

Notes
Dependent variable : log of Mexican exports under Nafta regime
All regressions are weighted. Standard-errors in parentheses. * signi…cant at 5% level;

** signi…cant at 1% level.
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Table 3a (continued)
Regression results, market-access equation

Dep. Var.: log Mex. pref. exports (1) (2) (3)
Pref.margin=0 -0.147

[0.268]
US MFN=0 0.722

[0.280]*
Constant 7.094 7.925 3.748

[0.573]** [0.555]** [0.377]**
Observations 19’951 19’032 19’343
R-squared 0.70 0.72 0.71
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Table 3b
(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Procedure I.V. I.V. I.V. OLS OLS OLS
Exp. to ROW 0.597 0.586 0.625 0.604 0.604 0.607

[0.006]** [0.006]** [0.005]** [0.006]** [0.005]** [0.006]**
ROO restrict. -1.527 -2.219 -1.14 -0.689 -1.57

[0.110]** [0.091]** [0.061]** [0.037]** [0.116]**
Pref. margin 3.318 3.517 3.06 7.986 0.849 3.525

[0.233]** [0.244]** [0.224]** [0.359]** [0.242]** [0.229]**
RO restrict*1994 -0.078

[0.010]**
RO restrict*1995 -0.043

[0.009]**
RO restrict*1996 -0.065

[0.009]**
RO restrict*1997 -0.054

[0.009]**
RO restrict*1998 -0.03

[0.009]**
RO restrict*1999 0.007

[0.009]
RO restrict*2000 -0.005

[0.009]
Constant 9.351 10.852 6.755 6.15 8.855 9.399

[1.265]** [0.708]** [0.635]** [0.628]** [0.643]** [0.670]**
Observations 19’343 19’343 19’343 19’343 19’343 19’343
R-squared 0.68 0.65 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

Notes
(4) and (6): pref.margin and ROO index instrumented. Instruments are upstream,US

mfn tari¤ 2001, Mex mfn tari¤ 1993,section,year
(5) pref.margin and ROO index instrumented (same variables as (4) + agriculture,

…nal)
(7) ROO index predicted with an ordered probit (table 2, eq 2 and 4)
(8) ROO index predicted with an ordered probit with heterogeneous e¤ects by section

(table 2, eq 3 and 5).
(9) ROO and pref.margin predicted in SURE equations (table 2, eq 6 and 7)
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